Welcome Message from the General Chair
IFCSTA 2009

Welcome to 2009 International Forum on Computer Science-Technology and Applications (IFCSTA 2009)!

With the high development of Computer Science-Technology and Applications, Computer Science-Technology as one of IT’s mainstays has become one of the today’s main important key engines, and propels the progress of global science & technology and human society. After “2008 China Academic Forum on Information Technology and Applications (CAFITA 2008)” and “2009 International Forum on Information Technology and Applications (IFITA 2009)” held successfully, we are so encouraged that today we gather here at 2009 International Forum on Computer Science-Technology and Applications (IFCSTA 2009) sponsored by “International Information Technology & Applications Association, IITAA” and publish-served by “CPS (i.e. Conference Publishing Services, USA, http://www2.computer.org/portal/web/cscps), Journal of Computers, Journal of Software, Computer Science, International Journal of Information Technology and Applications, etc”. We will expand and promote the academic exchange and cooperation among the researchers, developers, managers, educators and students who work in the domain of Computer Science-Technology and Applications all over the world.

Much work went into preparing a high quality program of IFCSTA 2009. More than 600 contributions submitting for IFCSTA 2009 were received by us just in half a year. After professional reviewing to all the contributions, about 60% papers were accepted and gathered in the “IFCSTA 2009 Proceedings”.

As general chair of IFCSTA 2009, I believe what we offer to you is a very open platform and high-level exchange. And I have grounds for such confidence that we have gotten enough cooperation from many friends: Authors, no matter their papers are accepted or not, support and understand us so much; some academic medias (such as China Science Meeting Online, CPS, Journal of Computers, Journal of Software, Computer Science, and so on), provide us very valuable service; our peer reviewers, keynote speech speakers pay much endeavor. Without their hard works and consistent cooperation/supports, in fact, we definitely cannot neither perform so efficiently nor organize so successfully.

Being in IFCSTA 2009 means you are stand at a whole new stage on which you can freely show your competitiveness, make new friends, get more inspiration and have happy time in “City of Mountain”, the scenic city, Chongqing, China. While it is definitely remarkable, there is more yet to come. We look forward to see you next year in IFCSTA 2010.
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